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RE: Improving NSW rental laws consultation - Property Services Expert Panel 
Response 

The Property Services Expert Panel (The Panel) acknowledges the challenges of the 
prevailing rental market, and the impact that low supply, escalating interest rates and 
holding costs, and increasing rents are having on a sector where pressures have been 
steadily building for over 10 years. 

As a collective group of respected industry leaders with deep industry experience and 
perspectives, the Panel hold strong and sometimes diverse views on the merits of 
several of the proposed rental changes. Despite any divisions that might exist, the Panel 
are united in their ongoing drive to make the industry more cohesive, and most 
importantly, a fair landscape in which all stakeholders can co-exist. The framework for 
this can be achieved through sensible, measured, and workable legislation, followed by 
an appropriate education program. 

The appointment of the NSW Rental Commissioner is welcomed by The Panel alongside 
your commitment that “Balanced law reform requires us all to work together, build trust 
and work towards a system that doesn’t create an adversarial relationship between 
landlords and tenants”. The panel supports this principle as a key plank in delivering an 
empowered, accountable, and trusted property services sector in NSW. 

Feedback on the ‘Improving NSW rental laws’ consultation paper has been sourced by 
the Panel from leading businesses, franchise groups, industry associations and 
practitioners across the state. The very broad scope of the various issues listed in the 
consultation paper has resulted in a diverse range of industry views. The Panel has 
made every effort to fairly represent this diverse cross section of industry feedback. 

In directly responding to the consultation paper, The Panel recognise the commitments 
made by the government, which included: 

• appointing a Rental Commissioner to be a voice for renters
• addressing secret rent bidding
• amending landlords’ ability to end a lease without a reason
• making it easier for renters to have pets
• introducing new data protection requirements for real estate agents when they

handle renters’ personal information
• implementing a portable rental bond scheme.
The Panel’s collective response has been segmented into the following categories: 

1. Sentiment within the sector relating to the proposed rental reforms.
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